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With the miniaturisation of space hardware, it has now become possible for small companies to 

produce low cost lunar material retrieval missions with high financial gain, with the possibility of a 

£30m mission returning a 1600% profit margin. 

Project Overview 
The Moon is Earth's only natural satellite, forming approximately 100 million years ago - a large rock 

covered in craters formed by asteroid impacts. Humans have forever had an urge to explore the 

Moon in more detail for science, resources and the search for extraterrestrial life. In 2014, the first 

private mission was launched in order to study the lunar surface. The Moon is relatively close by, 

and its huge potential in supplying data and resources, combined with the advanced technology 

present on Earth today, means the private lunar exploration industry is thriving. Sending satellites to 

the Moon is easier today than ever before. Since Pioneer 0 in 1958, there have been over 150 

credible successful, planned or proposed missions to the Moon. 

Why the Moon? – High financial gain with low cost investment 

NASA's Apollo program contain the only missions to successfully land humans on the Moon. The first 

landing took place in 1969, when astronauts placed scientific instruments and returned lunar 

samples to Earth. This makes 2019 a major anniversary – counting 50 years since the first Moon 

landing. There are currently a very limited number of lunar samples on Earth in which a large 

majority of them belong to the US government. On the 29th of November 2018 three rock fragments 

retrieved from the Moon by a Soviet space mission were sold at auction for $855,000. As a result of 

this sale, Moon rocks are now valued at over $1,000,000 per gram. 

Now that the value of Moon rock 

has been established it opens up 

the market for low cost but high 

value reward missions. TCT 

Aerospace has recognised a 

major potential for a small moon 

rock collection mission and, with 

the staff’s 40 years in the space 

and engineering industry, have 

the knowledge and expertise for 

project implementation.  

 

 

What is MoonPIE? 

MoonPIE is a commercial system for retrieving Moon samples, as well as surveying the lunar surface 

and individual rocks for future Moon mining and exploration. The full mission will aim to capitalise 

on the miniaturisation of today's technology, thereby using the smallest space hardware possible.  

MoonPIE’s primary objective is:  

“To collect and return to Earth a minimum of 1kg of lunar soil and rocks, whilst demonstrating Proof 

of Concept in showing a greater than 80% hardware reusability per mission for at least 10 missions.” 

MoonPIE’s secondary objective is: 

“To encourage active engagement, both professional and amateur, within universities, schools, 

educational facilities and the general public.” 

Figure 1: MoonPIE mission on lunar surface 



How our goals will be achieved 

MoonPIE comprises of five main parts – the Sphere, Primary Module, Lander, Rover Docking Bay, 

and the Rover. 

 

The operations of the mission have been established 

from end to end with the greatest efficiency, 

greatest reusability, and lowest cost possible. 

Earth to Moon 

The MoonPIE mission has two options for launch. 

1. Small Launch Vehicle 

2. Via piggyback launch (hiring payload space 

alongside another mission) 

After separation from the launch vehicle, MoonPIE will perform a trans-lunar injection burn with the 

primary module engines. On the trans-lunar coast MoonPIE will roll, receiving power to the solar 

panels from the sunlight and perform appropriate trajectory corrections, whilst constantly reporting 

back to Earth. A 180 degree orientation manoeuvre is performed as MoonPIE approaches a low 

lunar orbit so a deceleration primary module engine burn can be undertaken. Upon the completion 

of multiple system checks, MoonPIE performs a descent burn and orientates for landing. Small retro 

rockets on the ‘sphere’ are designed to provide attitude corrections throughout the entire Earth to 

Moon journey, including descent and lunar landing.

 

Figure 4: Earth to Moon MoonPIE flight plan - available for download at www.tctaerospace.com/moonpie 

On the Lunar Surface 

Once the spacecraft has landed, the Rover Docking Bay in which the rover is housed, is lowered to 

the lunar surface and the EVA protocols can be performed. The rover is equipped with several 

subsystems, each with redundancy plans, including multiple cameras for scoping suitable areas and 

samples, Bluetooth for communication with the primary module, a cargo bay, Moon sample 

Figure 2: From left to right: Rover Docking Bay, Lander, Primary Module, Sphere, Rover 

Figure 3: Re-entry sphere poster – available for 
download at www.tctaerospace.com/moonpie 



grabbing mechanism, solar panels, power subsystem and data bus. The rover is controlled from 

Earth and is tasked to gather data and collect rocks, which is performed using the rover’s multiple 

cameras and rock/dust grabbing mechanism, which is then placed into the cargo bay on board the 

rover. The rover and primary module are both capable of full autonomy in case of loss of 

communications, thus not to jeopardise the mission. 

The rover returns to the rover docking bay and 

the cargo bay is transferred from the rover to 

the primary module before being internally 

transferred to the sphere. The cargo bay 

includes a micro ultrasonic moon dust 

distribution system, which allows the Moon dust 

to be packed around the rocks for stability. The 

rover then leaves the docking bay and moves a 

suitable safety distance away from the primary 

module and lander. The primary module lifts 

off with the sphere attached containing the lunar samples, leaving the rover, docking bay and lander 

on the lunar surface. The rover returns to the docking bay, and performs main system hibernation 

with a secondary monitoring system evaluating power levels, allowing for protocols controlling the 

rover to leave the docking bay and recharge its batteries when required. 

The rover remains in hibernation until such time that it receives communications that the primary 

module is returning on future missions. In such case, it leaves the rover docking bay, retreats a safe 

distance and allows the primary module to land back on the lander by using both its attitude control 

thrusters and main primary module engines. Operating in this way ensures the rover remains a safe 

distance from the blast of the engines both on take-off and on return. 

Moon to Earth 

The primary module, containing the sphere, launches from the lunar 

surface and by performing a trans-Earth injection burn, uses a direct 

trans-Earth coast trajectory whilst performing multiple checks and 

correction burns. The primary module and sphere will conclude in a 

low Earth orbit where the sphere containing the lunar samples is 

ejected from the primary module and decelerates to prepare for re-

entry and splash down. The outer sphere containing the solar panels 

will burn up on re-entry leaving the heat-shielded inner sphere with 

parachute systems and other re-entry components to safely return to 

Earth, landing in the Pacific Ocean. The cargo bay contained within the 

heat shield is collected and moon rocks removed within clean rooms 

for testing. The primary module remains in a low Earth parking orbit for reuse in future missions. 

Figure 5: MoonPIE system during lunar descent 

Figure 6: Sphere Earth descent 

Figure 7: Moon to Earth MoonPIE flight plan - available for download at www.tctaerospace.com/moonpie 



Future Missions 

The project will achieve reusability greater than 80% due to the use of the primary module, lander, 

docking bay and rover for future missions. Instead of launching another MoonPIE mission, a tank of 

propellant and a new sphere system is launched and docked with the primary module awaiting in a 

low Earth parking orbit. After this point, the proven original flight plan from Earth’s low orbit to lunar 

descent is followed. On final approach to the lunar surface the primary module locates the landing 

stage left by the previous mission, performs an aligning manoeuvre and docks on the lander. 

Return missions have the possibility of exploring other 

areas. The primary module is designed to be able to 

collect the lander and rover and hop to different 

locations. Hopping can occur multiple times in a single 

mission and traverse thousands of miles. The design of 

this system allows for scouting multiple site locations 

to search for different rock types and collect data. This 

mission will prove to be extremely beneficial to 

companies planning to launch their rover to the Moon. 

These companies have the possibility to hire MoonPIE to explore potential landing sites and even 

analyse samples at a fraction of the cost of a typical Moon mission. MoonPIE’s surveillance will 

provide invaluable data and images of multiple potential landing sites increasing future mission’s 

success probabilities whilst reducing their cost. This system will be one of the first with the capability 

of descending and landing within complex terrain, including craters and mountain ranges. On 

completion of a mission, MoonPIE implements the proven original flight plan from the lunar surface 

to Earth. One collection cycle from Earth launch to Earth re-entry will take approximately one 

month, with the ability to be up-scaled to include multiple missions per month. The system will allow 

surveillance and lunar material gathering on a production line principle, with future missions being 

initiated whilst previous missions are still in transit. There is also the possibility of having three 

missions running simultaneously in various stages of the flight plan. 
 

MoonPIE landing site 

As discussed, MoonPIE has the ability to land and hop to many different locations on the lunar 

surface. However, the first Proof of Concept collection mission will see our probe land at the Apollo 

12 landing site, which already has an established detailed analysis from NASA archives.  

Not only will the MoonPIE rover collect moon rocks for return to Earth, but TCT Aerospace have 

included the additional challenge of collecting specific moon rocks shown in NASA’s Apollo 12 

landing site images. The images below show the site where the Apollo 12 mission landed and shows 

visible rocks that are all 

candidates for collection 

by the MoonPIE mission. 

As well as the rocks 

themselves, images will be 

taken prior to and after 

rock retrieval and with 

locations taken as proof of 

collection - a difficult task 

to accomplish, but will 

present great rewards. 
 

Figure 8: Primary Module & Sphere in LEO 

Figure 9: Apollo 12 landing site. NASA. 



YOU can get involved 

TCT Aerospace believe that it should be possible for everybody to be involved and contribute in 

science and space exploration, and not just the scientists, engineers, and mathematicians working 

behind the scenes. Therefore, we are going the extra mile by allowing members of the public to send 

a lock of hair, allow with other small items, to the Moon, which will be carried within the lunar time 

capsule stored in the cargo bay on the outward trip. The time capsule will be left on the lunar 

surface as a historical artifact for future generations, possibly tens of thousands of years from now. 

Also we are creating a strong interaction with the public with regards to our operations and 

ambitions as well as taking on board suggestions, opinions and comments provided by interested 

individuals. Finally, we are collaborating with universities, schools and educational facilities in order 

to promote space exploration, lunar resources and the importance of STEM studies. 

About Us 
 

As humanity moves out across our solar system and begins its journey to the stars, we all have our 

parts to play. It should be possible for every single one of us to contribute to life’s expansion and not 

just scientists, mathematicians, engineers, or any other single discipline.  

Most major breakthroughs that have been made in human history have occurred due to 

enthusiastic amateurs who worked tirelessly night after night, year after year. Not with the intention 

of earning money or chasing the glory of a discovery, but to enable a better understanding of the 

world and universe around them. 

Science is not just for the elite, the geniuses, universities, large corporations, or those rich enough to 

buy fancy equipment. It is a place for free thinkers, imagineers, innovators, and mavericks who think 

outside the box and don’t just accept or assume what they are told is the answer.   

The space industry is going through a re-birth, companies such as Space-X, threw away the rule book 

and have shown the space industry that the old way of thinking ‘it's always been done this way’ has 

held us back. It will take companies such as Space-X, to see that even rocket propulsion can be 

obsolete due to engines such as time drives, allowing humanity to travel to Mars in just a few days, 

rather than months, to the asteroid belt in just a few weeks and to other galaxies in just a few years.  

The team at TCT Aerospace believes that science should not be bound by governments, 

borders, corporations, or any other form of constraint. All science and its discoveries should be open 

to everyone, and allowed to benefit all humanity.  

Contact Us 
 

Please feel free to contact us through our website, email or phone via: 

Website: www.tctaerospace.com 

Email:  team@tctaerospace.com 

Direct:  +447821396844 

Or find us on facebook, twitter and Instagram. 

TCT Aerospace Ltd. 

Edinburgh, United Kingdom 


